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Abst rac t - -The  computational pproximation f exact boundary controllability problems for the 
wave equation in two dimensions i studied. A numerical method is defined that is based on the 
direct solution of optimization problems that are introduced in order to determine unique solutions 
of the controllability problem. The uniqueness of the discrete finite-difference solutions obtained 
in this manner is demonstrated. The convergence properties of the method are illustrated through 
computational experiments. Efficient implementation strategies for the method are also discussed. 
It is shown that for smooth, minimum L2-norm Dirichlet controls, the method results in conver- 
gent approximations without he need to introduce regularization. Furthermore, for the generic ase 
of nonsmooth Dirichlet controls, convergence with respect o L 2 norms is also numerically demon- 
strated. One of the strengths of the method is the flexibility it allows for treating other controls and 
other minimization criteria; such generalizations are discussed. In particular, the minimum HI-norm 
Dirichlet controllability problem is approximated and solved, as are minimum regularized L2-norm 
Dirichlet controllability problems with small penalty constants. Finally, a discussion is provided 
about the differences between our method and existing methods; these differences may explain why 
our methods provide convergent approximations for problems for which existing methods produce 
divergent approximations unless they are regularized in some manner. © 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
Keywords- -Contro l lab i l i ty ,  Wave equation, Boundary conditions, Finite-difference methods, Op- 
timization methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a positive number T and a bounded omain gt E R N with boundary F, let Q = ~ x (0, T) 
and E = F x (0, T) denote a space-time cylinder and its lateral surface, respectively. The 
general exact boundary controllability problem for the wave equation is defined as follows. Given 
functions u0(x) and ul(x) defined on ~, find a state function u defined on Q and a control 
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function g defined on E such that 
the linear wave equation 
the initial conditions 
the terminal conditions 
the boundary condition 
uu-Au=O,  in Q, (1) 
ult=o=uo, and utlt=O=Ul, in f ' ,  (2) 
U[t=T ----0, and utlt=T=O, in~,  (3) 
S(u) =g, on =, (4) 
are satisfied. In (4), B(.) is a boundary operator which in general may be linear or nonlinear 
and may or may not involve derivatives of u. It is also possible that B(.) takes different forms on 
different portions of the lateral boundary E. Of course, the operator B(.) is determined by how, 
in the physical problem that is being modeled, one wants to apply control. Control could also 
be applied on only a subset of the boundary and all of our deliberations can be extended to this 
case; however, for the sake of simplicity, we will only discuss the case wherein control is applied 
on all of the boundary, i.e., as in (4). 
In general, solutions of the exact controllability problem (1)-(4), when they exist, are not 
unique. A particular solution from the set of solutions (if such a set is not empty) can be 
extracted by solving the optimization problem 
minJ (u) ,  subject o (1)-(4), (5) 
uEG 
where J ( . )  is a given quadratic, positive functional and G an appropriate function space. The 
functional J ( -)  should also be determined from the physical problem being modeled. 
The new computational methods discussed in this paper apply to the general exact bound- 
ary controllability problem (1)-(5). In fact, the methods will actually involve the solution of 
discretized versions of the problem 
u~i~J(u), subject o (1)-(3), (6) 
for which no boundary conditions are applied. Once a solution u of problem (6) is obtained, 
one may subsequently determine a control g from (4), i.e., by setting g = B(u) for any given 
appropriate operator B(.) mapping functions defined on Q to functions defined on ~. (Of course, 
in practice, this is all done after discretization.) Thus our methods are general in a number of 
respects: 
• one may choose an "arbitrary" functional J ( . )  in the minimization problem (6) which is 
invoked in order to extract a particular solution from the set of solutions of (1)-(5); 
• since no boundary conditions are imposed in the problem we solve, i.e., see (6), one 
may, after the solution is obtained, choose an "arbitrary" control function g by evaluating 
g -- B(u) for an "arbitrary" operator B(.); 
• again, since no boundary conditions are imposed in the problem we solve, a single solution 
of that problem can be used to define multiple optimal controls imply by choosing different 
operators B(-). 
The literature, however, is almost exclusively devoted to a single special case of the general 
exact boundary controllability problem (5). First, the boundary operator B(.) is chosen to be 
the trace operator which restricts u defined on Q to ~ so that (4) merely becomes a Dirichlet 
boundary condition. Second, the functional in (5) is chosen to be the square of the L~(~)-norm 
of the solution u. Since it is also required that ul~. -- g, this is equivalent to minimizing the 
L2(~)-norm of the control. We will study this special case, but we will consider other settings 
as well; see Sections 1.1 and 1.2 for descriptions of the specific controllability problems that we 
focus on. 
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1.1. The Minimum L2(E)-Norm Exact Dirichlet Boundary Controllability Problem 
Given functions u0(x) and ul(x) defined on 12, find a state function u defined on Q and a 
control function g defined on E such that (1)-(3) and 
the boundary condition, uIE = g, (7) 
are satisfied. It is well known that state and control functions u and g such that (1)-(3) and (7) 
are satisfied exist provided T is sufficiently large; see, e.g., [1-4]. This result is not surprising; 
equation (1) describes the propagation of waves with speed c = 1 and one can expect hat exact 
boundary controllability is realized if T >_ SUpx,yea d(x, y)/c = supx,ye~ d(x, y), where d(x, y) 
denotes the standard Euclidian distance between x and y in R g. This prediction is supported 
by theory [1,3] and computational experiments [5,6]. It is worth noting that a computational 
solution may be obtained for any value of T since finite-dimensional systems are in general 
exactly controllable [7]; however, for values of T that are too small, the computational solutions 
will not converge as the temporal and spatial grid sizes tend to zero. 
In general, solutions of the exact Dirichlet boundary controllability problem (1)-(3) and (7), 
when they exist, are not unique. However, using the Hilbert uniqueness method (HUM), it was 
shown in [1,2] that a solution of the exact Dirichlet boundary controllability problem having 
minimum L2(E)-norm is unique. (Throughout, for s 6 R, H~(.) denotes the standard Sobolev 
space; see, e.g., [8].) 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let uo 6 L2(12) and ul 6 H- l ( f l )  be given. Let 
fro(u) = IIuII2L~(Z) - /~ u 2 dF dt. (8) 
Then, if T is su~ciently large, the optimization problem 
min fro(u) subject to (I)-(3) and (7), (fl) 
u zEL2(E) 
has a unique solution. 
PROOF. See [1]. 
The controllability problem (9) is the special case that is considered in most of the literature; it 
chooses the control to be of Dirichlet type and extracts a unique solution from the set of solutions 
by requiring the minimization of the L2(E)-norm of the solution. Note again that in our methods 
we will not actually need to apply the boundary condition (7) when we solve the minimization 
problem (9). 
1.2. M in imum Hl (E ) -Norm and 
Min imum Regular ized L2(E)-Norm Exact  Boundary  Controllability Problems 
For 0 < e < 1, let 
yo(~) ~ fE = IlUIIL2(e)+ eIUl2gl(rO, where 2 VsU) dr dt, (10) lul.1(s)- (lud ~+vsu. 
with Vs denoting the gradient operator acting tangentially to the boundary F. Note that if 
0, we recover the functional in (8) and that frl(') II 2 = = • []HI(Z)' Then, we will also consider 
the minimum Hl (E)-norm exact boundary controllability problem 
min frl(u), subject to (1)-(3), (11) 
uII:EHI(E) 
and, for 0 < ¢ < 1, the minimum regularized L2(E)-norm exact boundary controllability problem 
min frE(u), subject o (1)-(3). (12) 
u]cEHI(E) 
In particular, we will study the Dirichlet control version of these problems, i.e., problems in which 
control is applied through (7). 
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1.3. Prev ious  Computat iona l  Approaches for the 
M in imum L2(E)-Norm Exact  Dir ichlet Control labi l i ty  P rob lem 
In this section, we briefly review existing computational pproaches for the special case (9). 
HUM-based  approach 
The Hilbert uniqueness method (HUM) approach provides a systematic way to construct a
control g that solves the controllability problem (9), i.e., of determining a minimum L2(E)-norm 
solution of the exact Dirichlet boundary controllability problem. In the sequel, H~ (fl) = {v E 
Hi(•) I vlr = 0}. 
Let E = H~(fl) x L2(~) and F = H- l ( f / )  x L2(f~). For any (e0, el) e E, solve the forward- 
in-time linear wave equation problem 
Ctt - /~¢ = 0, in Q, 
¢=0,  on ~, 
¢[t=0 = e0, Ct]t=0 = el, in YI, 
(13) 
and then solve the backward-in-time linear wave equation problem 
i 
Ctt - ~¢  = 0, in Q, 
¢ = 0,~¢, on E, (14) 
~b[t= T : O, Ct[t=T = 0, in 12. 
This enables us to (implicitly) define a linear operator A : E -~ F by 
h(eo, el) = • (15)  
It is known (see [1,2]) that A is an isomorphism from E to F if T is sufficiently large so that one 
may solve the problem of finding (e0, el) such that 
A(e0, el) = (ul, -u0). (16) 
For this choice oleo and el, it is known (again see I1,2]) that ~b(x, t) provides the unique solution 
of the minimum L2(E)-norm controllability problem (9). The corresponding unique minimum 
L2(E)-norm control is obtained by setting g = ¢[z = (0he)In. 
It is also known (see [1]) that if T is sufficiently large, A is a strongly elliptic, self-adjoint 
operator. Based on these observations, a conjugate gradient method was developed in [1,5,6,9] to 
solve (16). The numerical implementation f the method was effected through a combination of a 
finite-element method for the spatial discretization and a finite-difference method for the temporal 
discretization. However, the computational experiments in [6] showed that approximate solutions 
obtained in this manner do not converge to the exact solutions as the temporal and spatial grid 
sizes tend to zero. Convergent approximations were then obtained by introducing Tychonoff 
regularization [6]. In [9], mesh regularization (a two-grid algorithm) or high-order basis functions 
were also introduced as means for obtaining convergent approximations. 
The numerical approximation ofthe controllability problem (1) was also studied in [10-13]. In 
these papers, the convergence of the boundary controls for finite-difference discretized equations 
to the control of the continuous one-dimensional wave equation as the mesh size tends to zero 
was proved under the assumption that the step size in time equals to that in space, i.e., the 
CFL condition is satisfied with equality. Furthermore, it was shown in these papers that if 
the step size in space is less than that in time, then there exists a sequence of controls for the 
discretized equations that do not converge. Methods of regularization that result in convergent 
approximations were surveyed in [13]; these include filtering, viscous numerical damping, and the 
use of mixed finite elements. 
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Underdetermined  sys tem approach 
Another computational pproach was proposed in [14]. One starts by fully discretizing, e.g., 
by a finite difference, finite element, or spectral method or by a combination of these, the wave 
equation (1), the initial conditions (2), and the terminal conditions (3). This results in a linear 
system of algebraic equations A~7 = F, where 57 is a vector of unknowns, e.g., the values of a 
finite-difference approximation of u at the grid points, and F is a vector determined from the 
initial data u0 and ui. Note that the boundary condition (4) is ignored in the determination ofA 
and/~. 
In general, the linear system A57 --- F is underdetermined so that, in principle, any of its solu- 
tions provides an approximation to the solution of (1)-(3). An approximation gh to a boundary 
control can then be determined by setting gh = Bh(U), where Bh is a suitable approximation 
to the operator B and [~ is any particular solution of AU = F. In [14], the normal equation 
AA T l? =/~ was proposed as a means for determining a solution 57 = A T 17 of the underdetermined 
linear system AU = F. Of course, the solution obtained in this manner is an approximation to
the minimum L2(Q)-norm (not L2(E)-norm) solution of (1)-(3). Also, note that the matrix A 
couples all time and space levels so that any naive solution strategy is bound to be inefficient. 
2. OPT IMIZAT ION-BASED NUMERICAL  METHODS 
The methods introduced in this paper incorporate a number of refinements into the method 
introduced in [14]. First, a particular solution of the underdetermined linear system AU =- 
is determined by directly solving an optimization problem for which the equations of the 
linear system act as equality constraints. The functional to be optimized is a discretization of 
a functional which reflects the desired property one wishes the solution of the underdetermined 
controllability problem to satisfy. For example, if one desires a solution of the wave equation (1), 
the initial conditions (2), and the terminal conditions (3) that also is a solution of the minimization 
problem (5), we will determine an approximation to this solution by solving the discrete optimi- 
zation problem 
minJh  ([~), subject o A57 = F, (17) 
U 
where Jh denotes a discretization of J .  
Repeating some observations and anticipating others, our computational results for problems 
in two space dimensions indicate that our approach as the following strengths. 
• No boundary condition on the control part of the boundary need be specified uring the 
solution process; as a result, a single solution can be used to define approximate controls 
of different ypes, e.g., Dirichlet or Neumann, by simply evaluating, at the control part of 
the boundary, an appropriate discrete operator applied to the discrete solution. 
• Approximations can be obtained to the solutions of the exact controllability problem that 
satisfy arbitrary optimization properties, not just the minimum L2(E)-norm property. 
• For smooth minimum L2(Z)-norm exact solutions for the control, pointwise convergence 
of the approximate controls is achieved for any ratio of time to space step sizes satisfying 
the CFL condition, without the need for regularization. 
• For the generic case of nonsmooth minimum L2(E)-norm exact solutions for the control, 
convergence in the L 2 sense of the approximate controls is achieved for any ratio of time to 
space step sizes satisfying the CFL condition without the need for regularization; pointwise 
convergence can be achieved through a simple regularization of the functional. 
• Approximations of minimum Hi(E)-norm solutions for the control converge pointwise 
without the need for regularization. 
The one-dimensional case was studied in [15] where extensive computational examples were 
provided supporting the above observations about our methods. Since the wave equation in one 
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dimension has special properties that do not extend to higher dimensions, e.g., either independent 
variable may be viewed as a time-like variable, it is important hat the above observations about 
our methods be confirmed, at least through computations, for higher dimensions; for the two- 
dimensional case, that is the goal of this paper. 
At this point it is important o examine the relation between our results and those of refer- 
ences [1,5,6,9-13]; these comparisons can be made only for problem (9) since the previous methods 
could only be applied to this problem; recall that our methods can treat more general minimiza- 
tion problems including (11) and (12). Unlike the previous approaches, for problem (9), we are 
able to obtain convergent approximations (in an L2(F~) sense for generic solutions that merely 
belong to L2(E) and in a pointwise sense for smoother solutions) for the control without the need 
for regularization. Since our approach and previous approaches all attempt o compute minimum 
norm controls, the disparity in the performance of the methods needs to be explained. We will 
return to this issue in Section 5. However, we note here that our results in no way contradict 
the theoretical results of [10-13] which state that, in one dimension, there exists a sequence of 
approximate controls that do not converge. Those results do not in any way address the conver- 
gence of a specific sequence of approximate controls. In [15], we provided computational evidence 
of the convergence of the sequence of approximate controls determined by our methods not only 
for the minimum L2(E)-norm controllability problem, but also for the minimum Hl(E)-norm 
and the minimum regularized L2(E)-norm controllability problems. 
For the sake of concreteness and to be able to compare our method to previous approaches, we 
first focus on the functional J0(-) of (8) or (9), i.e., on the minimum L2(E)-norm solution of the 
controllability problem. Subsequently, we will consider functionals J~(.) of the form (10) with 
e=laswe l laswi th0<e<l .  
Before considering an optimization problem of the type (17), we first examine some properties 
of the linear system AU = P~. For the sake of concreteness and simplicity, we will consider 
finite-difference discretizations of (1)-(3) posed on a square domain. 
2.1. Coup led Space-T ime Fin i te-Di f ference Discret izat ion 
Let f~ = (0, 1) × (0, 1). Then, the minimum value of T for which exact controllability holds 
is v/2 so that, throughout, we assume that T > v/2. We employ a finite-difference discretization 
for the wave equation. Let xi = i / J, yj = j / J, i, j = O, 1 , . . . ,  J, and tk = kT /  K,  k = O, 1, . . . ,  K, 
where Y and K are chosen positive integers, denote a partition of Q = f~ x (0,T), and let ui,j, k 
denote the approximation to u(x~,yj,tk). The grid sizes are then given by /kx = Ay = h = 
1/ J  and (i = T/K .  The wave equation (1) is discretized using standard three-point difference 
quotients [16] so that the ui,j,ks are required to satisfy the following discrete wave equation: 
Ui , j ,k+l  -- 2Ui , j ,k  2v Ui, j ,k--1 _ U i+l , j ,k  ~- Ui - - l , j ,k  -~- U i , jWl ,k  2v U i , j - l , k  -- 4Ui , j ,k  = 0, 
52 h 2 (lS) 
fo r i , j= l ,2 , . . . ,Y -1  and k=l ,2 , . . . ,K -1 .  
Let A = 5/h; then (18) can be simplified to 
Ui , j ,k+l  -- (2 -- 4A 2) Ui, j ,k -- A 2 (U i+l , j ,k  ~- U i - l , j , k  ~- U i , j+ l ,k  ~- U i , j - - l , k )  ~- Ui, j ,k--1 -~ O, (19) 
fo r i , j= l ,2 , . . . , J -1  and k=l ,2 , . . . ,K -1 .  
The standard CFL condition that guarantees the stability of scheme (19) is given by A _< 1/yr2 
which implies that T J /K  ___ l/v/2. Then, since T > v~, we have 
K >_ 2J. (20) 
The initial and terminal conditions are discretized by 
Ui , j ,o~-Uo(X i ,Y j )  and u i ' j ' l -U i ' j ' ° -U l (X i ,y j )  , fo r i , j=O,  1 , . . . ,Y ,  
(21) 
u~,j,K = 0 and ui'j'K -- U i ' J ' g -1  = O, for i , j  = O, 1, . . .  J. 
5 
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The linear system formed by (19) and (21) has p = ( J  - 1)2(K - 1) + 4( J  + 1) u equations and 
q = ( J  + 1)2(K + 1) unknowns. We symbolically express it in the form 
AU = ~5, (22) 
where A E R p×q is a banded matr ix with bandwidth proport ional to ( J  + 1) 2, U C ~q is a vector 
of unknowns ui j ,ks, and/~ E R q is a known vector determined from the initial data. It is also 
worth noting that the number of nonzero elements of each row or each column of A is less than 
or equal to 7. Furthermore, we have that 
q - p = ( J  + 1)2(K - 3) - ( J  - 1)2(K - 1) = 4 JK  - 2.12 - 8 J  - 2 = 4.1K - 2J  2 - 8 J  - 2. 
From (20), if we assume .1 > 1, then 
q - p = 4.1K - 2 J  2 - 8 J  - 2 ~ 8 J  2 - 2,12 - 8,1 - 2 --- 6 J  2 - 8 J  - 2 > 6, 
i.e., l inear system (22) has more unknowns than equations. 
Some of the unknowns are uniquely determined by the initial and terminal conditions. First,  
it is easy to see that all the unknowns appearing in the discrete initial and terminal conditions, 
i.e., in (21), are uniquely determined 
u i , j ,o=Uo(x i ,y j )  and ui,j,l =uo(z i ,  y j ) -kSUl (X i ,  yj) ,  for i, j=O,  1 , . . . , J ,  
ui , j ,g = 0 and ui,j,K_ 1 = 0, for i , j  = O, 1 , . . . ,  J. (23) 
Without  loss of generality, we assume that  ` 1 = 2M + 1 for some integer M > 0. (The case 
of J being an even integer can be treated in a similar manner.) Then, after computing (23), some 
of the equations in (19) allow us to uniquely determine some addit ional unknowns through an 
explicit marching procedure 
for k=l , . . . ,M  
k l=k ,  k2=K-k  
for i , j  = k , . . . ,  J -  k (24) 
ui,j,k,+l = (2 - 4~ 2) u~,j,kl + ~2 (u~+l,~,kl + u~-~,j,kl + ui,j+~,k~ + u~,j-~,kl) - u~,j,kl-1 
Ui,j ,k2_ 1 ---- (2 -- 4)~ 2) ~ti,j,k2 --~ A 2 (Ui+l,j ,k2 --[- Ui_ l , j ,k2 -~- Ui, j+l,k2 -~- l t i , j_ l ,k2 ) -- lt i , j ,k2+l 
end 
end.  
The unknowns determined by (24) are those associated with the (numerical) domains of depen- 
dence of the initial and terminal data and we can reduce the size of system (22) by determining 
them beforehand. Let I~ be the vector of unknowns determined by (23) and (24); it is easily 
determined that  12 C ~r,  where r = 4( J  + 1) 2 + j ( j2  _ 1)/3 is also the number of equations 
in (23) and (24). Let 
=p-r  = ( J -1 )2 (K -1) -1 J  1 . 3 ( J2 -1 )  and ~t=q- r=( J+ l )2 (K -3)  - J ( J2 -X)  
Clearly, q - p = ~ - /5.  Let U E R 4 be the vector of ui,j,ks not included in 17. Then, the linear 
system (22) can be reduced to 
~7., T., 
AU = F ,  (25) 
where A C R #×4 and ~ E ]I(4 are obtained by deleting the equations used in (23) and (24) to 
predetermine I? and then, in the remaining equations, moving the terms involving the components 
of 17 to the r ight-hand side of (22). 
Regarding linear system (25), we have the following result. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. rank(A) = ~, i.e., the equations included in system (25) are linearly indepen- 
dent. 
PROOF. Recall that J = 2M + 1. Let 
Wo ~ {ui , j ,k  
W1 = {u i , j ,k  
~/V2 = {u i , j ,k  
VV'3 = {Ui, j ,k 
VV~4 = {?Ai,j, k 
[ k= M + 2 , . . . ,K -M-2 ,  i , j=  M,M + I}, 
I j=0 , . . . ,M-1 ,  i= j , j+ l ,  k= j+2, . . . ,K - j -2} ,  
i j=O, . . . ,M-1 ,  i-- J - j - l , J - j ,  k= j+2, . . . ,K - j -2} ,  
[ j=M+2, . . . , J ,  i= j - l , j ,  k=J - j+2, . . . ,K - J+ j -2} ,  
I j=M+2 . . . .  , J ,  i= J - j , J - j+ l ,  k=J - j+2, . . . ,K - J+ j -2} .  
(26) 
See Figure 1 for a visual depiction of l~f~. Then, let l~ C 0 be the vector of all unknowns in I~i 
for i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  4; one easily finds that I~ C R s, where 
s = 4(K -  2M-  3) +8(K-  M-  2)M = 8MK +4K-  8M 2-  24M-  12. 
It is not difficult to verify that, with J = 2M + 1, s = q - p = ~ - ;6. Thus, the cardinality 
of ]/V is exactly the difference between the number of columns and rows of A or .4. (Since ~ > ~, 
equation (25) is an underdetermined linear system.) 
Assume that I~ is known. Since t ? has already been determined and is involved in ~,  the 
right-hand side of (25), and 
K > 2 J  = 2(2M+ 1) = 4M +2 > 2(M +2) ,  for M > 0, 
i B <~ , , ~/ 
: ', v 
i b 
#'i I 
i . 
i i 
I I 
i i 
i I 
i I 
i i 
i i 
22,222222 2 
2 
0 1 x or i-dhection J-I J 
t or k-dircc6on 
• !iw411 i;iii i 7 i: i 
J 
: i =' 
0 1 M M+I  i 
J~2M+I  & K>2J  
F igure  1. V i sua l i za t ion  of  W.  
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we can re-express the linear system (25) by the following recursive computations, i.e., by a 
marching procedure from the center of Q to the lateral surface E: 
for j =M-  1, . . . ,1 
j l  = j ,  J2 = J - - j  
for i= j  + l , . . . , J - j -1  
for k=j  + l , . . . ,K - j -1  
Ui,jl--l,k = -~ (Ui,jl,k+l "~ Ui,j,,k--1) - -  ~-~ - -  4 Ui,jl,k 
- (ui+l,j~,k + u~_~,j~,k + ui,~l+l,k) 
1 
ui,j2+l,k = -~ (uij2,k+l + ui,j2,k-1) -- ~-~ -- 4 ui,j2,k 
- (u~+l ,~,k  + u~- l ,~ ,k  + u i ,~- l , k )  
end 
end 
end 
(27) 
and 
for i -- M , . . . ,1  
i l= i ,  i2=. ] - i  
for j  =i , . . . , J - i  
for k=j  + l , . . . ,K - j -1  
1 (2  _4)  u~l,j,k 
Uil--l,j, k = -~ (Uil,j,k+l Jr- Ui l , j ,k_l) -- 
- (u~l,j-l,k + u~,j+l,k + u~+l,j,k) (2S) 
1 (2  _4)  ui2d, k 
= V + - V 
- (u~,3-1,k + ui~,~+l,k + ui~-l,j,k) 
end 
end 
end. 
By the above procedure, we finally have determined all the components of D in the linear sys- 
tem (25) and we have thus shown that rank(A) = ~ - s =/5, i.e., by setting l/~ r, i.e., s of the 
components in U, equation (25) uniquely determines the remaining components. Thus, .4 has 
full row rank and the equations included in (25) are linearly independent. 
Of course, Proposition 2.1 implies that coefficient matrix in (22) is also of full row rank. Also, 
the proposition implies that, once I ? is determined from the initial and terminal date, if I~ is 
specified, then the remainder of 0 can be determined from the marching procedure (27),(28). 
2.2. Constrained Quadratic Optimization System 
We now turn to the selection of a particular solution of the linear system (22), i.e., of the 
discretized wave equation and initial and terminal conditions, by requiring that solution to also 
solve a discrete optimization problem; see (17). For the time being, we focus on a discretization 
of the optimization problem (9) to seek an approximation of the minimum L2(P~)-norm solution 
of the controllability problem. In particular, we discretize the functional J0(') of that proposition 
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using the trapezoidal rule to obtain the approximation 
Jo(u) - u2dCdt= (u~-(z ,O, t )+u2(z , l , t )+u2(O,z , t )+u2(1 ,  z,t)) dzdt 
U 2 U 2 ( o,j,  + - So,  d , 
k=0 i=0 j= l  
(29) 
where ao = aK = 1/2 and o~ 1 . . . . .  ~K-1 = 1. Furthermore, we effect the partition U = 
:T  ~T  - 
(U1 , U2 )'7, where [71 denotes the subvector of f) belonging to the lateral surface E and U2 
denotes the subvector of U belonging to the interior Q. It is seen that U1 C N ~, where ql = 
4J (K  - 3), and U2 E R 0~, where q2 = q - 4J (K  - 3). We are then led to the following discrete 
quadratic optimization problem corresponding to (9): 
(0 )  - : - : = min J0,h , subject to A1U1 + A2U2 = F, (30) 
0c~4 
:, : . .T=. 
where JO,h(U) = h6(U 1 U1 + b), fiq C R ~xql, and A2 C R~xq2 are obtained by appropriately 
rearranging and partitioning A corresponding to [~1 and U2, and b is a constant depending on 
the components of [7 belonging to E that are predetermined by (23). It should be pointed out 
that problem (30) couples pace and time together. 
Regarding the solution of the optimization system (30), we have the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The discrete quadratic optimization system (30) has a unique solution. 
PROOF. Existence is trivial since JO,h(U) is a convex functional of U and, by Proposition 2.1, 
AU = F is a set of linear, independent constraints. 
Now, suppose that both U = (U1, U2) and 3 = (Z1,;~2) are solutions of the optimization 
problem (30). Then, 
Jo,,~ = h6 01U1+ = h5 7 l ~ + b = Jo,h • (31) 
If we define 3o,h(U1) = hh(U 1 U1 + b) for [71 C R 4' , it is easy to show that  20,h is a strictly 
convex function of U1. Then, the unconstrained minimization problem of minimizing JO,h(U1) 
over U1 C R 41 has a unique solution and, from (31), we conclude that (~1 -- 31. With the same 
discrete initial conditions (23), we then obtain that 02 = 32 by explicit marching. Thus, ~ = ~. 
2.3. Solution Processes and Implementation 
We now discuss how the discrete optimization problem (30) can be solved. 
A Lagrange multiplier method 
If U is the solution of the optimization problem (30), then the Lagrange multiplier ule states 
that U is a stationary point of the Lagrangian functional 
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where :~ E N ~ is the Lagrange multiplier introduced to enforce the constraint equations (25). 
Then, it is well known that U = (Ui, U~.) and S are the solution of the system 
0 = , 
\ Ai -42 0 : 
(32) 
where S = ,~/(hS). System (32) is easily seen to be equivalent to 
~ (o 
(33) 
and 
: (34)  
Thus, we need to first solve the linear system (33) and then use (34) to determine Ui. Note 
that Ui along with the boundary utj,as found from (23) and (24) are the approximation to the 
exact boundary control ul= = g of (9) we are seeking. 
Clearly, the coefficient matrix of the linear system (33) is symmetric but it is not positive 
definite. Note that A1 and A2 are sparse matrices having, like A, at most seven nonzero elements 
in each of their rows or columns. Thus, it is efficient o use iterative methods, e.g., BiCG, SYM- 
MQL, or CGNR, to solve (33); the application of a preconditioner is useful since the dimension of 
system (33) is large. In a practical implementation, the matrices Ai and -42 need not be stored. 
It is also worth noting that, at each step of an iteration, we may only need to update S and that 
part of I~ included in [72; then the remainder of U2 can be directly computed by a marching 
procedure. 
Reduct ion  to an unconstra ined opt imizat ion prob lem 
We next consider another possible efficient method to solve the optimization problem (30). 
Using the marching procedure (27) and (28), we can find all the unknowns U1 from I~, provided 
that V is precalculated using (23) and (24). Thus, U1 is a linear function of l~, i.e., there exists 
a matrix D E R ql x s such that 
U1 = DW + C, (35) 
where C E ~ql is determined from V. Then, the optimization problem (30) is equivalent to 
rain fro,, i , subject o Ui = DW + C. (36) 
Compared to (30), we now only need to solve a two-dimensional optimization problem. 
Substituting (35) into f0,h(Ui), we obtain 
so that the constrained optimization problem (36) is equivalent to the unconstrained optimization 
problem 
m'-  
WE~ ~ 
where ffo,h ( I~) -- i/V T (DTD) l~ + 2CTDI~ "+ ~T~.  (37) 
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Since I~ is a stationary point of ~.~0,h(~-;), we obtain 
DTDlfd = -2DTC.  (38) 
Since DTD is a positive definite matrix, we can use, e.g., the conjugate gradient method to solve 
the linear system (38). 
The matrix D E R 41 x s is a full matrix and ql is a large number even for relatively small J 
and K so that directly storing D requires large amounts of memory. However, recall that D 
embodies the marching procedure (27) and (28); that procedure is done level by level from the 
center of the space-time cylinder Q to its lateral surface E. In fact, the marching procedure can 
be expressed as 
UM_ 1 : D3,M_I ~TV " --~ CM_I ,  
0M-2  = D2,M-2UM-1 + D3,M-2 W q- CM-2, 
U,~=D,,,~O,~+l+D2,,~O,~+2+O3,,~W+Cm, fo rm=M-3 , . . . ,O ,  
where 
U,~:{u id ,kE~[ i - -mor i= J -mor j=mor j= J -m},  for m = 0 ,1 , . . . ,M-  1, 
and the {Di,m} are matrices. Clearly, U1 = U0 and each Di,m is a banded matrix having at 
most seven nonzero elements in each of its rows or columns and D can be represented by the 
sequence of matrices {Di,m} corresponding to each level of the marching procedure (27) and (28). 
Consequently, we need only save {Di,m} to completely determine the action of D and D T on a 
vector. 
Note that this implementation cannot be directly applied to implicit (in time) approximations 
of the wave equation or to finite-element approximations involving (unlumped) mass matrices. 
3. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS FOR 
MINIMUM L2(E)-NORM BOUNDARY CONTROLS 
3.1. The Example of Glowinski,  Li, and Lions 
We first consider the remarkable xample given in [6]. Suppose that ~ = (0, 1) x (0, 1) and 
T = 15/(4v~). Let x = (x, y) and set 
¢o(x, t) = -v~r  cos x/27r (t - A ) (sin Trx cos 27ry + cos 27rx sin Try) 
and 
~bl (x, t ) ~ [ 47r( T _ t ) sin x/,~zr ( t _ 4_~ ) - 28 ~-~ sin v~( t  - T)] sin ~ sin ~y 
P I 2 sin zr X/1 -I- p2 (t - T) +4 sin ~rx ~ p2 -_ 1 L x/1 -k p2 
p_~3 and p odd 
+p-2"~-- 4 cos ~/27r ~ sinp~ W 
p 2 sin 7rx/1 +p2(t  - T) +4 sin lry ~ p2 = 1 x/1 + p~ 
p>3 and p odd 
~ cos v~,~ t - ~-~ s inp~.  
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Figure 2. The initial data u0(x) (left) and Ul(X) (right) for the example of [6]. 
Then, set 
~t  ° (x, 0). (39) 0¢1 uo (x) = ¢0 (x, 0) + ¢1 (x, 0) and ul (x) = (x, 0) + --~--, 
Figure 2 provides plots of uo and ul. Note that uo is a Lipschitz continuous function but does 
not belong to C1(~) and Ul is a bounded function but does not belong to C°(~). 
Now, let 
e0(x) = sin~rxsin~ry and el(x) = vf2~ sin ~x sin Try. 
It is shown in [6] that A(e0,el) = (u l , -u0) ,  so that 
¢(x, t) = Co(x, t) + ¢1(x, t) (40) 
is the exact solution of optimization problem (9). The corresponding exact control g is then given 
by restricting ¢(x,  t) to the lateral surface E, i.e., 
gIE1uE2 = --x/~Tr cos V~V (t -- ~)  sin lry, 
(41) 
where 
z l= {xcZ Ix=0},  
Ez = {xe  E l y=0},  and 
E2 = {x  C E I x = 1}, 
Z4 = {xe  Z ] y= 1}. 
To summarize, equation (41) gives the minimum L2(E)-norm boundary control g that solves the 
exact controllability problem (1)-(3) for the initial data (39); the corresponding exact solution u 
in Q is given by (40), i.e., u(x,t)  = ¢(x, t ) .  For future reference, note that [[g[[L2(r.) .-~ 7.3866 
and IlUlIL2(Q) ~ 10.7932. 
We apply the numerical method discussed in Section 2 to the example of [6]. The initial data uo 
and Ul are given by (39). Computational experiments were carried out for h = 1/16, 1/32, 1/64, 
and 1/128 with (i = 15h/(16v/2) so that (g, K)  = (16, 64), (32,128), (64,256), and (128,512), 
respectively, and the stability condition (20) is satisfied. 
The results of our numerical experiments are summarized in Table 1, where u h and 9 h are 
the computed approximations of u and g, respectively. All norms were calculated by linearly 
interpolating the discrete values of u h and gh. From this table, it seems that 9 h converges to g in 
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Table 1. Results of the computational experiments for the example of [6]. 
1 
16 
1 
32 
1 
64 
1 
128 
I]gh]]L~(~) 7.1198 7.3011 7.3291 7.3491 
lig" -gilL=(=) 
0.08917 0.01539 0.03875 0.00699 
IlgllL2(~) 
u h II IIL=(Q) 10.3861 10.6672 10.7166 10.7448 
I1"" - u l l L=(q)  
0.07168 0.01416 0.02584 
II~IIL=(Q) 
0.00792 
the L2(~)-norm at a rate a little higher than first order. The results for h = 1//128 are especially 
noteworthy because at that value of h, the unregularized method of [6] clearly displays unstable 
and nonconvergent behavior; in contrast, no such aberrant behavior occurs for our method for 
that value of h. 
In order to visualize the convergence of our method as h becomes maller, in Figures 3-6 we 
provide plots of the exact control g and the corresponding computed iscrete control gh for several 
values of h. Comparisons over time for several fixed points on the boundary and over a side of 
the boundary for fixed values of time are provided. In Figure 7, we also compare the function 
t --* IIg(t)IIL2(r) with t --~ Itgh(t)]lL2(r). TO complete this presentation ofthe computational results 
related to the example of [6], a visualization of the evolution of the system to the zero terminal 
data is given in Figure 8; more precisely, we provide, for h = 1/128, plots of uh( ., ., t) at various 
instants of time. From these figures, it seems that for the example of [6], our method produces 
pointwise convergent approximations without he need for regularization. Additionally, we remark 
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Figure 3. The exact control g (--)  and the approximate control ga (...) for the 
example of [6] for h = 1/16 evaluated at (O,y,T/4) (left-top), (O,y,T/2) (left- 
middle), (0, y, 7T/8) (left-bottom), (1/4, 0, t) (right-top), (1/2, 0, t) (right-middle), 
and (7/8, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 4. The exact control g (--)  and the approximate control gh (...) for the 
example of [6] for h = 1/32 evaluated at (O,y,T/4) (left-top), (O,y,T/2) (left- 
middle), (O,y, TT/8) (left-bottom), (1/4,0, t) (right-top), (1/2,0, t) (right-middle), 
and (7/8, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 5. The exact control g ( - - )  and the approximate control gh (...) for the 
example of [6] for h = 1/64 evaluated at (0, y ,T/4)  (left-top), (O,y,T/2) (left- 
middle), (0, y, 7T/8) (left-bottom), (1/4, 0, t) (right-top), (1/2, 0, t) (right-middle), 
and (7/8, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 6. The exact control g (- -)  and the approximate control gh (...) for the 
example of [6] for h -- 1/128 evaluated at (O,y,T/4) (left-top), (O,y,T/2) (left- 
middle), (O,y,7T/8) (left-bottom), (1/4,0, t) (right-top), (1/2,0, t) (right-middle), 
and (7/8, O, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 7. The norms IIg(t)llL2(r) of the exact control ( - -)  and Ilgh(t)llL2(r) of the 
approximate control ( . . . )  for the example of [6] for h ---- 1/16 (top-left), h = 1/32 
(top-right), h = 1/64 (bottom-left), and h = 1/128 (bottom-right). 
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Figure 8. Visualization of the approximate solution uh(x, y, t) for the example of [6] 
for h = 1/128 at t -- 0, T/16, TI8, TI4, 3T/8, TI2, 5T/8, 3T/4, 7T/8, 15T/16, 
31T/32, and T (from left to right and from top to bottom). 
that some other choices of A = 61h were also tested and the convergence of approximations was 
always obtained so long as the CFL condition was satisfied, i.e., A < l/v/2. 
The observation that our method produces convergent approximations for any value of A that 
satisfies the CFL condition without the need for regularization at first seems to contradict results 
of, e.g., [11] that state that, at least in one dimension, for A strictly less than the CFL number, 
there exists a sequence of approximate controls that do not converge to the exact control. How- 
ever, that result says nothing about the particular sequence of minimum discrete g2(~)-norm 
controls that is determined by our method. Thus, the seeming convergence of our sequence of 
discrete controls is not contradictory. See Section 5 and [15] for further discussions of this point. 
3.2. Gener ic  Examples  
In the example of [6] just discussed, the minimum L2(~)-norm control is very smooth. Using 
our methods, we obtained good approximations for this example. However, this is not the generic 
case. In general, even for smooth initial data, the minimum L2(~)-norm control for the control- 
lability problem (1)-(3) will not be smooth. See [15] for some examples in the one-dimensional 
setting which indicate that generic solutions are piecewise smooth in time, i.e., they contain jump 
discontinuities. In this section, we further illustrate this point and show that our methods, when 
applied to the minimum L 2 (~)-norm controllability problem, seemingly converge (in an L 2 sense) 
even in the generic case. 
We consider two examples having smooth, i.e., C°°(~), initial conditions. With D = (0, 1) x 
(0, 1) and T = 2, we let 
Case I: u0(x) --- sin(~rx)sin(Try) and ul(x) = v/2zrsin(Trx)sin(lry). 
(42)  
Case II: u0(x) = sin(x)sin(y) and Ul(X) = vr2sin(x)sin(y). 
The initial conditions for Case I vanish on the boundary F; those for Case II do not. 
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Table 2. 
case for the generic examples with initial data (42). 
1 1 1 
h 
16 32 64 
Case I IIg"ll~.~(=) 0.4134 0.3939 0.3850 
II""llL=¢q> 0.5203 0.5078 0.5015 
Case II IlghllL~(=> 0.2322 0.1985 0.1753 
u h II II~(,~) 0.1939 0.1860 0.1811 
Results of the computational experiments for the minimum L2(y])-norm 
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Figure 9. Tile approximation gh that has minimum L2(E)-norm for the generic 
example with initial data (42)-[ evaluated at (0, y, T/4) (left-top); (0, y,T/2) (left- 
bottom); (1/4, 0, t) (right-top); and (1/2, 0, t) right-bottom). 
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Figure 10. The norm Ilgh(t)llL~(r) of the approximate control that has minimum 
L2(N)-norm for the generic example with initial data (42)-I for h -~ 1/16, 1/32, and 
1/64. 
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Figure 11. The approximation gh that has minimum L2(E)-norm for the generic 
example with initial data (42)-II evaluated at (O,y,T/4) (left-top); 0, y, T/2) (left- 
bottom) ; (1/4, 0, t) (right-top); and (1/2, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 12. The norm Ilgh(t)llL2(r) of the approximate control that  has minimum 
L2(~,)-norm for the generic example with init ial data (42)-I I  for h = 1/16, 1/32, and 
1/64. 
Computational experiments were carried out for the spatial grid sizes h = 1/16, 1/32, and 1/64 
along with the corresponding 5 = 2h/3 so that (J, K) -- (16, 48), (32, 96), and (64, 192), respec- 
tively, and the stability condition (20) is satisfied. The results of the computational experiments 
are summarized in Table 2. Of course, since we do not know the exact solution for this example, 
we cannot list any information about the exact control function g or the exact state u. 
In Figure 9 for Case I and in Figure 11 for Case II, we provide plots of the computed iscrete 
solution gh for several values of h. Plots over time for several fixed points on the boundary and 
over a side of the boundary for fixed values of time are provided. In Figure 10 for Case I and 
Figure 12 for Case II, we show the function t --~ Ilgh(t)llL2(r) for several values of h. 
Figures 9-12 clearly show that, as the temporal and spatial grids are refined, the computed 
approximation to the minimum L2(E)-norm control becomes more and more oscillatory in both 
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space and time. Note, however, that although the frequencies of the oscillations increase as the 
grid spacing decreases, the amplitudes of the oscillations do not; if anything, the amplitudes seem 
to decrease with decreasing grid size. Furthermore, Table 2 indicates that the L2(E)-norm of the 
approximate control gh and the L2(Q)-norm of the approximate solution u h converge as h and 5 
tend to zero. The figures also seemingly show that, at least with respect o time, the minimum 
L2(E)-norm control contains jump discontinuities. These observations are consistent with the 
one-dimensional case; see [15]. Extrapolating from that case and using the observations gleaned 
from Table 2 and Figures 9-12 lead us to conclude that: 
- the oscillatory behavior of the approximate solution is a numerical artifact, but that the 
jump discontinuities are not so that, in general, the minimum L2(E)-norm solution of 
the exact controllability problem (1)-(3) is not smooth, i.e., it is not better than L2(E); 
the example of [6] involving a smooth control is thus a very special case that is not 
representative of the generic situation; 
- despite their oscillatory behavior, the approximate solutions obtained using our meth- 
ods converge in L2(E) (for the approximate Dirichlet control gh) and in L2(Q) (for the 
approximate state u h) even when the minimum L2(E)-norm control is not smooth. 
We again note that these observations do not contradict the nonconvergence result of, e.g., [11]. 
One may be able to remove the oscillations from our approximate solutions by an appropriate 
postprocessing procedure, e.g., by filtering. However, within the context we use, i.e., direct 
minimization of functionals, we can perhaps more easily remove the oscillations by choosing a 
stronger functional; this approach is examined in Section 4. 
4. COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS FOR 
MIN IMUM HI (E ) -NORM AND REGULARIZED 
MIN IMUM L2(F~) -NORM BOUNDARY CONTROLS 
Exact minimum L2(E)-norm controls eemingly contain jump discontinuities; approximations 
contain oscillations and are thus not implementable in practice. We can remove both the jump 
discontinuities and the oscillations by requiring the solution to minimize a stronger functional. 
In Sections 2 and 3, we focused on finding solutions of the controllability problem (1)-(3) that 
have minimum L2(E)-norm, i.e., that minimize the functional ,:70(') of (S). We now focus on 
solutions that minimize the functional Je(.) of (10). Thus, instead of minimizing the discrete 
functional (29) which is an approximation to J0(E), we now minimize a discrete approximation 
to the functional J~(E); in this way we obtain an approximate solution of the controllability 
problem (12) and, by setting e = 1, of the controllability problem (11). 
For the square domain ~ = (0, 1) x (0, 1) and the time interval (0,T), we have 
J ~'~, 1N~2 3NE4 
K--1 J--I  / tk+ 1 /:]gij,_ 1 
: So(u) + u (z, 1,t) 
k-----0 i=0 Jtk JXi 
+ (u2(z, O, t) + u2(z, 1, t)] dz dt 
g--1 J--1 f tk+l  /Y j+I  2 
+ e E E [u~(0, z, t) + u2(1, z, t) + +u~(0, z, t) + uu(1, z, t)] dz dt. 
k=O j=O Jtk ayj 
(43) 
The corresponding discrete functional JE,h (') is obtained using the trapezoidal rule for integration 
and second-order accurate difference quotient approximation for the derivatives, i.e., using J0,h(') 
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as given in (29) and 
I " I  ++ 
up(x, yj, t) dz dt • ((ui,j,kUcl -- Ui,j,k) 2 -p- (~ti+l,j,k÷ 1 -- Ui+l,j,k)2) , 
J Sk d •i 
L~+~/++' ~+:(+,++,+),+~,++ + ~ ((++++,,._+++,,+>~  (~++~,.+~_u+,.+~)~), 
J :r i 
]+t+jk+t ~Y#+l+2(xi,y,t)dzd+ + ~ ((+i,j,k~_l --ui,j,k)2 ~- (+i,jU~l,k4_l--?Ji,j~_l,k)2), 
Y# 
]++++'/+++~.+(++,+,,+)dz++ + ~ ((+++,j+,,,+_o+,.)+ + <, +,.,,,++,_.,,++,)+). 
k J Yj 
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Figure 13. The  approx imat ion  9 h that  has min imum Hl (E ) -norm for the generic 
example  w i th  in i t ia l  data  (42)-I evaluated at  (0, y, T/4) ( left-top); (0, y ,T /2 )  (left- 
bot tom) ;  (1/4, O, t) (r ight-top);  and (1/2, O, t) ( r ight -bottom).  
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F igure 14. The  norm Ilgh(t)JlL2(r) of the approx imate  control  that  has min imum 
Hl (P . ) -norm for the  generic example  wi th  in i t ia l  data  (42)-I for h = 1/16, 1/32, 
and 1/64. 
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Figure 15. The approximation gh that has minimum Hl(~)-norm for the generic 
example with initial data (42)-II evaluated at (0, y, T/4) (left-top); (0, y, T/2) (left- 
bottom); (1/4, 0, t) (right-top); and (1/2, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 16. The norm Hgh(t)]lLz(r) of the approximate control that has minimum 
HZ(~)-norm for the generic example with initial data (42)-II for h = 1/16, 1/32, 
and 1/64. 
4.1. Approx imat ions  o f  M in imum Hl (Z) -Norm Cont ro l s  
We set e = 1 and consider problem (11) so that we seek an approximation to minimum Hi(E)  - 
norm solutions of the controllability problem (1)-(3). Then, analogously to problem (30) for the 
minimum L2(E)-norm case, we are led to the following quadratic optimization problem: 
- : = : . 
min fll,h , subject to A1U1 + 7t2U2 = F, where ~Jl,h(~) ~- U1Q1U 1 q- b, 
U~Rq 
with Q1 E R qIXql being a banded, positive definite matrix. The solution process is similar to 
what we have analyzed for discrete controls with minimum discrete L2(E)-norm in Section 2. 
The results of computational experiments for generic examples with initial data (42) are pre- 
sented in Table 3 and Figures 13-16. We compare Figures 13-16 with the previous figures for 
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Table 3. Results of the computational experiments for the minimum HZ(F~)-norm 
case for the generic examples with initial data (42). 
Case I 
Case II 
1 1 1 
h 
16 32 64 
IIg"llL~(=~ 0.5016 0.4s75 0.4s35 
h II~ IlL~<Q> 05456 0.5308 0.5253 
IIg~li~<~) 0.4242 0.4215 0.4200 
,,,,II~hlIL~(Q ~ 0.2214 0.21S5 0.2173 
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Figure 17. The approximation gh that minimizes functional (44) for the generic ex- 
ample with initial data (42)-I for h = 1/64 and 5 = 2h/3 evaluated at (0, y, T/4) (left- 
top); (0, y, T/2) (left-bottom); (1/4,0, t) (right-top); and (1/2, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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F igure  18. The  norm Ilgh(t)llL2(r) of the approx imate  cont ro l  that  min imizes  the 
funct iona l  (44) for the  gener ic  example  wi th  in it ia l  data  (42)-I  for h = 1 /64  and  
= 2h/3. 
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the minimum L2(~)-norm control case for which the same quantities axe plotted for the same 
grid and initial data so that they differ only with regard to which discretized functional is being 
minimized. Clearly, we see that the solution obtained by minimizing the HZ(~)-norm is much 
smoother than that obtained by minimizing the L2(~)-norm. Moreover, the pointwise conver- 
geuce of the approximations to solutions of the minimum H 1 (~)-norm problem is evident, with 
an ahnost complete absence of oscillations. 
4.2. Approx imat ions  o f  Regu lar i zed  M in imum L2(~) -Norm Contro ls  
Although they may be easier to obtain and apply and are more regular, minimum H 1 (~)-norm 
controls bear little resemblance to minimum L2(~)-norm controls. It may be the case, despite 
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Figure 19. The approximation gh that minimizes the functional (44) for the generic 
example with initial data (42)-II for h = 1/64 and (i = 2h/3 evaluated at (0, y, T/4) 
(left-top); (O,y,T/2) (left-bottom); (1/4, 0, t) (right-top); and (1/2,0, t) (right-bot- 
tom). 
0.7 i 
J z , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ffiO.O001 
• ~3- E=O.O01 
....  
0.4 
°0 o:2 0:, 018 0:8 ; ,12 ,14 ,8 ,18 
Figure 20. The norm [[gh(t)l[L2(F) of the approximate control that minimizes the 
functional (44) for the generic example with initial data (42)-II for h = 1/64 and 
5 = 2h/3. 
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the fact that  generically they are only piecewise smooth, that  one really does wish to determine 
good approximat ions to the latter. To this end, we consider regularized min imum L2(~) -norm 
controls determined from a discretization of problem (12) of the form 
- _ :  : : : 
min J~,h , subject  to A l~z  + A2U2 = 12, where ET~,h = U1Q~U1 + b, (44) 
with Q~ E ~qlxql being a banded positive definite matr ix.  The solut ion process is similar to 
what we have analyzed for discrete controls with min imum discrete L2(~) or HZ(E)-norms.  
Computat iona l  results are given in Table 4 and in Figures 17-20, using the same computat ional  
parameters as were used previously for the generic examples with init ial  data  (42). In Figures 21 
and 22, we compare the approximate solutions obtained with e = 0.0001 with those obtained for 
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Figure 21. The approximate control gh (__) that has minimum L2(Z)-norm and the 
one (. - .) that minimizes functional (44) with e -- 0.0001 for the generic example 
with initial data (42)-I for h = 1/64 and 6 = 2h/3 evaluated at (0, y, T/4) (left-top); 
(0, y, 7"/2) (left-bottom); (1/4, 0, t) (right-top); and (1/2, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Figure 22. The approximate control g a (--) that has minimum L2(Z)-norm and the 
one (. - .) that minimizes functional (44) with e = 0.0001 for the generic example 
with initial data (42)-II for h = 1/64 and 6 = 2h/3 evaluated at (0, y, T/4) (left-top); 
(0, y, T/2) (left-bottom); (1/4, 0, t) (right-top); and (1/2, 0, t) (right-bottom). 
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Case II 
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Table 4. Norms of the approximate controls and states that minimize functional (44) 
for the generic examples with initial data (42) for h = 1/64 and 6 = 2h/3 .  
e = 0 e = 0.0001 e = 0.001 • = 0.01 e = 0.1 
IlghllL2( ) 03850 0.3946 0.4018 0.4154 0.4461 
II~llL=¢q) 0.5015 0.5051 0.4745 0.4887 0.5064 
llg~ll~2(~> o.1753 0.1898 0.1971 0.2316 0.3096 
,,,,II~hlIL~(Q) 0.1811 0.1803 0.1778 0.1791 0.1889 
e = 1 
0.4835 
0.5253 
0.4200 
0.2173 
From Figures 17-20, we see that,  except for the smallest value of e used (e -- 0.0001), the 
approximate solutions obtained with e > 0 do not contain oscillations. From [15], we note that 
the oscillations for e = 0.0001 can be removed by reducing the grid sizes in t ime and space. Of 
course, regularized minimum L2(~)-norm controls become smoother and smoother as e increases 
and as e ---, 1, we recover the minimum Hl (E ) -norm case. From Table 4 and Figures 21 and 22, 
we see that  the approximate controls converge, as e -* 0, to those obtained for e = 0. To 
summarize, the computat ional  results indicate that by using a sufficiently small value of the 
penalty parameter and sufficiently small values of the spatial  and temporal  grid sizes h and 6, 
respectively, our methods produce pointwise convergent approximations to the exact controls, 
even when the latter are only piecewise smooth. 
5. RELAT IONSHIP  OF  NEW APPROACH 
AND HUM-BASED APPROACHES 
For the minimum L2(~)-norm control setting, both our approach and HUM-based computa- 
tional approaches [1,5,6,9-13] attempt to determine approximations that themselves minimize 
a discrete L2(~)-norm. Then, it is not surprising that the two methods are closely related. 
However, the computational  results using the two approaches are very different, with conver- 
gent approximations being obtained with our methods whereas HUM-based approaches require 
regularization i  order to produce stable and convergent approximations. Here, we explain the 
differences in the two approaches which apparently lead to the differences in performance. 
The discrete equations of our approach and of HUM-based approaches for the minimum 
L2(E)-norm control setting are both subsets of a superset of equations which we write sym- 
bolically as 
/ BiUi , (/ Uini / Uini "~ 
BtUer / Uter 0 
B~dr I Ubdr 0 
Bint I Uint = 0 (45) 
B~ni [ Sini Sini ' 
BtSer [ 8ter Ster 
B~d r ] Sbd r 0 
B~nt \Sint  ~ 0 J 
where the unknowns u = {Uini, Uter, Ubdr, Uint } are nodal values of the state variable along the first 
two time levels, the last two t ime levels, the space-time boundary E, and the remaining time levels 
in the interior of Q, respectively, and likewise for the adjoint variables = {Sial, 8ter, Sbdr, Sint}. 
We also have the discrete operators: 
Bi~ i a discretization of the initial conditions for u that  only involves us at first two time levels, 
B~e r a discretization of the terminal conditions for u that only involves us at last two t ime 
levels, 
Op that  relates boundary us to B~d r a discretization of the of the boundary relation u - n 
the ss, 
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BilUt the discrete wave equation operator applied to u, 
Bi~.i a discretization of the initial conditions for s that  only involves ss at first two time levels, 
B~e r a discretization of the terminal conditions for u that only involves ss at last two time 
levels, 
B~d r a discretization of the of the boundary relation s -- 0 that only involves s at the boundary, 
BiSnt the discrete wave equation operator applied to s. 
We have that Uin i is determined from the initial data  of the problem, but Sini and Ste r are not 
known. For example, we have Uin i : U 0 or Uin i : g 0 -~- AtU1, where Uo and U1 are the nodal 
u Uini values of the initial data  for the state and for the derivative of the state. Part  of BiniU = 
corresponds to the first t ime level in which case it simply states that uo = U0. Part of BiUi u : -  Vini 
corresponds to the second t ime level; then it states that Ul -- Uo + AtU1. Note that both U0 
and U1 are known from the data of the problem. Similar relations hold for S in  i and Ster, e.g., 
B~s = St~r is either sN : SN or SN-1 = SN -- A tSg-1 ,  where SN and SN-1 are the nodal 
values of s and st at t -- T. These values are not part of the specification of the problem and 
thus are unknown. 
An examination of (45) reveals that it has the form 
/ Bi~i, 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 BtUr,2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 B ~ 0 B ~ B ~ B ~ B ~ bdr,3 bdr,5 bdr,6 bdr,7 bdr,8 
BlUnt, 1 BiUnt,2 BlUnt,3 Blunt,4 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 B ~ 0 0 0 ini,5 
0 0 0 0 0 BtSer,6 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 B s 0 bdr,7 
0 0 0 0 B ' B" B ~ B" int,5 int,6 int,7 int,8 
{ Uini 
Uter 
Ubdr 
Uint 
Sini 
8ter 
$bdr 
\ Sint 
r Uin i 
i - 0 
0 
0 
---- Sini . (46) 
Ster 
0 
(0  
The subset  o f  d i sc re te  equat ions  for the  HUM-based  approach  
In the HUM-based approach, the first and sixth equations from (46) are el iminated, resulting 
in (after a reordering of equations and unknowns) 
or 
and 
Sini '~ 
0 0 0 0 BiUlt, 2 BiUt,3 But,4 Bint, 1 ] Uin t 
\  ini J 
o o o = 
Bi0i'5 B s 0 
0 t,,ot ; 
\ Bislt,5 BSint,7 Bsint,8 Bint'6 \ Ster / 
(47) 
0 0 0 )  ter 
r,2 B u 0 0 Ubdr 
bdr,3 
\ Biut,2 BiUt,3 BiUt,4 Biut,1 Uint 
Ztini ( o ) 
= -- B~dr,5Sin i + B~dr,6Ste~ + B~a~sSbd~ + B~dr,SSint . 
0 
(48) 
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System (47) corresponds to a discretization of (13) with Sin~ in the former corresponding to e0 
and el of the latter. System (48) corresponds to a discretization of (14). Given S~n~, (47) is 
uniquely solvable (by forward time marching) for (Sini, Ster, Sbdr, Sint)" Once having determined 
(8ini, Ster, Sbdr, 8int), equation (48) is uniquely solvable (by backward time marching) for (Uini, Uter, 
Ubdr, Uint). Note that the given initial data Uini does not appear in these equations and that the 
initial data Sini is not known. Thus, these equations are solved by an iterative process: make a 
guess .q.(0.). then, for k = 0, 1, 2, first solve --lnl ' ' " " ' 
( B ~ 0 0 
i~i,5 B ' 0 
bdr,7 
B , B ~ B ~ int,5 int,7 int,8 
, (k) (k) (k) s(k)), then, solve for (Sini,Ster,Sbdr, int/,  
. (k) .  
B~ lu rer \  
\B%t,2 B~t,s Bint4 Bintl | /Zint /
_(k) , 
°bdr | = Sini ~ 
^(k) / 
BiSnt ,6 ~int / 
~(k) / 
~ter / 
( 0 ) 
n~, (k)_  ~,~ (k) ,~  (k) + n~ (k) 
-- /~bdr,5$ini ~ /~bdr,6Ster q- /~bdr,78bdr /~bdr,88int , 
0 
for " (k) (k) (k) . (k)~ (Note that, in general, we have that the initial conditions for u are not [Uini , Uter, Ubdr, ttin t ). 
satisfied, i.e., B~nt u(k) ~ Uini.) Then, one determines the update 
where  (~S~: i) is determined through the HUM process, i.e., viewing (47) and (48) as implicitly 
defining a mapping (a discretization of (15)) between Sini and Uini and then using that mapping 
to define the update 6Sini. 
The  subset  of  d i sc re te  equat ions  for the  new approach 
Our approach corresponds to eliminating the equations in (46) that involve unknown data, i.e., 
those involving Sini and Ster, resulting in 
/ Uini ' \  
o o o o o 
Bbdna Bbdr, 5 Bba~, ~ BbdnS Uint | = 00 
o o f  ter I 
0 0 0 Bint, 5 Bint, 6 Bint, 7 Bint, 8 Sbdr J 
\ Sin t ! 
Given Uini, this system is uniquely solvable. One can, for instance, solve this system by a direct 
method to obtain an approximate solution of the minimum L~(~)-norm exact controllability 
problem. 
In summary, we see that both the HUM-based and our approaches deal with the same superset 
of discrete equations (46), but that this set of equations is solved by different means. Thus, it is 
apparent hat the way one solves (46) accounts for the differences in the performance of the two 
types of approaches. 
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We highlight again some of the main contributions of this paper in numerical solutions of 
controllability problems for the wave equation. 
• For minimum L2-norm control, our method gives pointwise convergent solutions when 
the exact minimum L2-norm control is smooth; it gives L 2 convergent solutions when the 
exact solution is nonsmooth (e.g., the exact minimum L 2 norm control on the boundary 
is piecewise smooth with jump discontinuities). Furthermore, convergence is achieved for 
arbitrary time/space mesh size ratios satisfying the CFL condition. 
• For minimum Hi-norm control, our method gives pointwise convergent solutions. Also, 
jump discontinuities are ruled out by the H 1 norm. 
• For minimum regularized L2-norm control, our method gives pointwise convergent so- 
lutions with mesh refinement. As the penalty constant ends to 0, the solution of the 
penalized problem converges in L 2 to the minimum L2-norm solution and becomes more 
and more oscillatory near jump discontinuities in the generic case. 
In our approach, the boundary condition u12 -- g is not applied; one merely allows for the 
discrete approximations to u along E to be included in the list of unknowns. Once we have 
obtained an approximation u h to u by solving a discretized optimization problem such as (30), 
we can use that approximation to define any type of control we wish. If we set  gh = Uhl~, 
we, of course, define an approximate Dirichlet control. We could just as well set gh : Dhuh, 
where Dh is a finite-difference quotient operator approximating the normal derivative along F; 
in this case we define an approximate Neumann control along ~. We may, in fact, define any 
type of linear or nonlinear control in this manner. However, the particular solution we use may 
not be minimizing the control function. For example, if we solve the optimization problem (30) 
and then set gh = Dhuh we are tacitly applying Neumann control but we are minimizing an 
approximation to the L2(E)-norm of u (and not of g = (0~u)l~). 
We note that the computational examples presented here and in [15] do not treat the case of 
problems with initial data for the solution function having jump discontinuities, i.e., either we 
have treated smooth initial data, or, as in Section 3.1, problems for which the initial data for the 
time derivative of the solution has jump discontinuities. In cases for which the initial data for the 
solution function has jump discontinuities, our methods till yield different results from HUM- 
based methods. For the latter methods, one obtains unstable approximations and regularization 
of the discrete quations is necessary in order to obtain convergent approximations; see [13]. For 
our methods, we obtain stable but nonconvergent approximations; convergent approximations 
can be obtained either by regularizing the data or by a postprocessing averaging procedure. 
These types of regularizations are fundamentally different from those necessary for HUM-based 
approaches. Details will be given in [17]. 
In future work, we will explore in greater detail the use, effect, and practical consequences 
of different functionals in exact controllability problems for the wave equation. We will also 
study the approximate solution of such problems by our methods in the contexts of both finite 
difference and finite-element methods and we will develop efficient solution strategies for the 
discrete problems. We will also apply our methodology to other problems, most notably the 
equations of linear elasticity. 
Finally, we note that, at this point, we do not have a rigorous convergence proof for our method; 
our conclusions on the seeming convergence properties of our method are based on computational 
experiments and comparisons with results obtained using other methods. 
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